Service Providers Are Under Attack
Cybercriminals Are Coming for Your Customers’ Data — Here’s
How to Stop Them

SUMMARY
For years, attacks, intrusions, fraud, robocalling and other
security issues have been problematic — and costly — for
service providers.
Digital transformation and innovations designed to offer
customers more of what they want only complicate matters
and create more opportunities for threat actors. 5G, for example,
with all its benefits, is still evolving, and the immaturity of the
architecture and technologies increases risk. In fact, several
vulnerabilities have already come to light.
The only way to truly ensure a secure network is to continuously
monitor the traffic in motion across the network. Then use
what you learn to further enhance security or button up
network designs.
This paper outlines the security risks service providers are facing
and offers best practices to address each of them.
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As a service provider, the very nature of your
business puts customers’ personal data in publicly
facing situations. For starters, you are authenticating
and billing customers online, using their personal
data. Additionally, your customers — potentially
millions of them — are communicating sensitive
data across and in and out of your network.
At a time when cyberattacks are the new normal,
service providers are favorite targets. New reports of
security breaches come out what seems like daily,
and data loss is just part of the problem. Fraud is on
the rise too.
As a result, service provider customers have
legitimate concerns about the confidentiality of
their data — and their expectations for how you
protect it and their devices have never been higher.
The government, for its part, holds service providers
accountable with regulations written to ensure steps
are taken to secure customers’ confidential and
private information.
All this is happening as service providers are
transforming their networks to 5G in order to offer
new and improved services.
To find new customers, retain existing ones and
protect your bottom line, you must offer superior
performance and security, both of which are under
continuous attack. Keep reading to learn steps you
can take to counter those attacks and provide your
enterprise and subscriber customers with both the
performance and security they demand.

The Security Issues Keeping Your
Operations Staff Up at Night
Cyber incidents are rising across all industries,
but service providers are increasingly becoming
the preferred target of cybercriminals. It makes
sense: Instead of attacking a single organization
and accessing only its data, a hacker can go after a
service provider and potentially access the data of
thousands of organizations or millions of subscribers.
The payout is bigger for a single hit job.

Protecting Your Enterprise vs.
Protecting Subscribers and the
Subscriber Network
As an enterprise, you have your own internal
network security requirements and plans.
Due to latency expectations, scales and
users, enterprise-level security has different
requirements than your service provider
subscriber networks. This paper focuses on
the network and services you provide to your
enterprise and subscriber customers. For more
information on securing your internal network,
download our reports “Security at the Speed of
Your Network” or “Addressing the Threat Within:
Rethinking Network Security Deployment.”

The challenge for both service provider SecOps and
NetOps teams is to detect increasingly sophisticated
attacks before too much damage is done. Here’s
what they’re up against:
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) Attacks
Attackers overwhelm a target or its infrastructure
with a flood of internet traffic to disrupt the server,
service or network. Such attacks can be coordinated
from outside the network or within the network
through internet-of-things (IoT) devices, for example.
Encryption Hijacking
At the beginning of 2019, 87 percent of web traffic
was encrypted, up from 53 percent in 2016,1 and that
percentage is rising. Since you can’t protect what
you can’t see, encryption creates serious security
challenges. Bad actors are hiding malware, viruses
and phishing attacks inside encryption, creating fake
encryption to infiltrate your network, and using it to
mess with security algorithms.
Fraud
Instances of identity theft and data mining are
spiking. Attackers are exploiting vulnerabilities in
VoIP systems, hijacking devices through methods
such as base station spoofing or device imitation or
spoofing, to access and control data.

1
Rashid, Fahmida Y. “Encryption, Privacy in the Internet Trends Report.” Decipher. June 12, 2019. https://duo.com/decipher/encryption-privacy-in-theinternet-trends-report.
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Lawful Interception
In many countries across the globe, service providers
must enable continuous feeds to law enforcement
or national security agencies, such as the U.S.
Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement
Act (CALEA), or warrant-based data or traffic feeds,
such as the U.K.’s Internet Connection Records
(ICR). While not security threats themselves, they
serve national security purposes. Therefore, service
providers will require the capabilities to provide
such feeds.
Rogue Devices
Rogue wireless devices, which are connected to
a system but don’t have permission to access
and operate in a network, create access points for
hackers. Entry points could include IoT devices,
employees’ personal devices, or malicious or
infected devices.
Sensitive Data Protection and Compliance
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
payment card industry (PCI) and other personal
data privacy regulations create strict rules your
operations teams must follow when it comes to
protecting, recording, transporting and monitoring
sensitive data. Adhering to the regulations
minimizes the risk of exposing subscribers’ private
and sensitive data to bad actors.
VoIP Vulnerabilities
VoIP phone systems are especially vulnerable to
cyberattacks, specifically:
• DoS attacks, which include overwhelming the
Domain Name System (DNS), session border
controller (SBC) or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
server to deny service.
• Eavesdropping to steal credentials and other data,
through SIP and Real-Time Transport Protocol
(RTP) snooping and recording.
• Botnet, malware and virus intrusion embedded
in SIP or by targeting VoIP call servers, border
controllers and user devices.

• Phreaking or call fraud, where attackers steal
service from a service provider or use a service
but have someone else pay for it (for example,
by making toll calls or phone purchases using a
hijacked subscriber’s account).
• Robocalling, where computerized autodialers send
prerecorded messages to specific devices or to
actual subscriber phone numbers.
• Vishing (phone call and voicemail phishing), where
a party pretends to be a trustworthy organization
and requests confidential data, for example, to
execute a money scam or allow intrusion.

Is Your Network Architecture Causing
Security Problems?
Many organizations are relying on legacy
network architectures and systems that are more
susceptible to attacks and performance issues.
Consider Operation Soft Cell a cautionary tale. Over
several years, the hacking campaign breached
the security defenses and compromised the
core network infrastructure of at least ten global
telecommunications operators, exposing metadata,
such as call data records, geolocation of users and
more for hundreds of millions of people.2
The attack was extremely sophisticated, with
attackers setting up a VPN and at least ten different
accounts with administrator privileges to siphon
data and shut down the network. It’s believed
that the attacks are ongoing, with other telco
providers being pulled into the mix.3 And that is
just one instance where vulnerabilities in network
architecture and technology, like those listed in
Table 1, create inroads for attackers.

Palmer, Danny. “These Hackers Broke into 10 Telecoms Companies to Steal Customers’ Phone Records.” ZDNet. June 25, 2019. https://www.zdnet.com/
article/these-hackers-broke-into-10-telecoms-companies-to-steal-customers-phone-records/.

2

3

Palmer. “These Hackers Broke into 10 Telecoms Companies.” ZDNet. 2019.
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Architectural Elements

Challenge

Access nodes outside managed network
• Small cells, low-latency cells
• Customer-provided gateways, routers, endpoints

Not within your domain of control, making it difficult to
ensure security and invulnerability of your systems

Device-to-device communication

• No network-managed user session control
• Difficult to see what’s going on with and within the
sessions to monitor for security

Disaggregated network functions
• Separate control and user planes
• Separate control planes function as individual
“appliances”

Exposes the inter-function interfaces to outside
accessibility

Dual connectivity of devices: Simultaneous connection
to more than one network or access method from the
same device

• A single device could communicate simultaneously on
two different paths/access networks
• A single session could be scattered across the two
connection paths

Geographical separation between control/signaling and
user/data planes
• Control/signaling centrally located
• User/data close to the edge where the user devices are
located, which may also include central location

Intelligence about the sessions may be in a completely
different location as the user traffic, making subscriber or
user-aware traffic handling more challenging

HTTP 2.0 or 3.0 communication between the network
functions in control/management/orchestration planes

• A more universally known protocol than GTP-C that is
used in 2G, 3G and 4G networks
• Highly recommends the use of TLS 1.3 for encryption
that makes decryption for monitoring purposes
more difficult

Massive numbers of IoT devices (for example, cameras,
cars or sensors)

Pure scale and number of devices may be too much for a
single instance of a monitoring tool

Overlaid logical network separation and traffic
prioritization (for example, SD-WANs and network slicing)

Multiple actual and abstracted layers require a great deal
of correlation to enable adequate monitoring and detailed
troubleshooting

Virtualized network functions can be deployed
several ways

• Privately managed cloud or a publicly hosted cloud will
require some virtual traffic acquisition
• Fully virtualized or hybrid networks will need a solution
that spans both physical and virtual traffic acquisition
and brokering

Table 1: Architectural challenges to network security
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Best Practices for Securing Your Network
and Services
Now that you know what threats you’re facing and
how they are making their way into your network,
what can you do to protect your customers’ data?
Start with these best practices.
1. First, Consider the Type (or Types) of Service
You Provide
Each service provider will face unique challenges, so
a one-size-fits-all strategy doesn’t always apply. Here
we break down several types of service providers
with best practices specific to that business.
Enterprise Customer Services or Managed Service
Provider (MSP) Networks
If you are offering Security-as-a-Service to enterprise
customers, you likely have all your business service
applications publicly hosted, or you have some
of them privately managed and located in a
geographically separate data center.
In either case, you want to enable enterprise-specific
and application-specific monitoring and analysis, so
you can drill down as needed. You can use Internet
Protocol- (IP), Multiprotocol Label Switching- (MPLS)
or virtual LAN- (VLAN) based filtering to isolate the
enterprise’s traffic and application-aware filtering to
isolate each application.
Doing so could require you to identify and secure
distributed WAN traffic between multiple sites
where public IP third-party WAN/SD-WAN providers
are being used.
Entertainment and Video Services
Securing entertainment and video media services
is highly dependent on the type of service you offer:
satellite TV, cable TV, IPTV, video on demand (VoD)
or over-the-top (OTT) media. For example,
PacketCable 2.0 uses IP Multimedia Subsystem
(IMS), so the issues and ways to address them will be
similar to VoIP services.
More traditional digital TV or video services use MPEG
Transport Stream (MPEG-TS) or Real Time Streaming
Protocol (RTSP) and application-aware filtering is
helpful beyond normal L3/L4 filtering and balancing.
© 2021 Gigamon. All rights reserved.

OTT services, such as Netflix, may use HTTP or
another protocol, such as Real-Time Messaging
Protocol (RTMP), for transporting the encoded
media, and application-aware or adaptive packet
filtering is also useful.
Mobile Services
For securing mobile customers and services,
consider different logical interfaces, protocols and
planes, including:
Management and orchestration plane
• Access and forward relatively low-volume traffic
(for example, GTPv2 and Diameter in 4G LTE, HTTP
2.0/3.0 in 5G) to monitoring applications, which
could be encrypted (such as in 5G). You need to
access all the logical interfaces (for example, “S” in
4G LTE or “N” in 5G) and possibly use applicationaware filtering to selectively forward traffic.
• TLS decryption may be necessary if the accessed
flows are encrypted (likely to be TLS 1.3, which
requires man-in-the-middle capability). However, if
the virtualized and containerized network functions
are deployed using service meshing, the traffic may
be accessible in its decrypted/unencrypted form.
Control plane
• Similar to management and orchestration plane.
• In the case of 5G, the control plane has the N1
(from directly connected UEs) and N2 (from
gNodeBs) interfaces to the Access and Mobility
Management Function (AMF), which are NG
Application Protocol (NGAP) over Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP). You can use
selective IP and Layer 4 filtering, and decryption
may also be required.
• The real challenge here, particularly with 5G,
could be the number of IoT devices, which may
overload security monitoring applications, even if
the traffic volume is low. This is also where DDoS
attacks are very likely to occur or come in from.
Additionally, spreading the device volume load
will be helpful; however, that requires the ability to
apply rules using criteria inside encapsulation or
within applications.
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User plane
• User plane traffic is typically much higher volume,
and in mobile networks is transported within
GTPv1 tunnels between the base station nodes
(eNodeB in 4G LTE and gNodeB in 5G) and the
user plane gateways (S-GW in 4G LTE, UPF in 5G),
and then no longer encapsulated when going out
to the internet or IMS.
• To handle the massive volume of traffic, identify
key or important traffic flows (for example, VIP
or high-value customers) using subscriber or
equipment attributes. Correlate the GTP-tunneled
user plane flows, based on the control plane, and
then spread the load across multiple tool instances
in a coherent fashion.
• Because of the massive volume of traffic, you could
employ correlated filtering, sampling or whitelisting.
However, to ensure security, you must monitor all
flows and sessions, and that may not be appropriate
for your organization. Instead, use either Advanced
Flow Slicing or metadata generation to help reduce
the data volume to a more manageable level, while
allowing all flows to be monitored.
Network Services
To secure specific network services, like DNS, inspect
the protocols, specifically to ensure that vulnerabilities
to common attacks are not exposed in the data set. IP,
Layer 4 filtering and flow data generation are useful for
feeding the various monitoring and detection tools.

VoIP Services
To secure VoIP, VoLTE and other IMS-based
applications, continuously and comprehensively
inspect the traffic in and out of SBCs and other SIPpeering network functions. That will ensure that the
lower-throughput, latency-sensitive, higher-priority
traffic flows can be properly secured.
To do so, you will need network visibility access
for all traffic. That could require accessing every
logical interface and potentially using inline bypass
solutions for supporting active inline security. Since
you are dealing with separate signaling (SIP) and
data (RTP) planes, applying SIP/RTP correlation will
help ensure complete sessions for each user arriving
at each monitoring application. De-duplication will
also help reduce the volume sent to the tools and
false positives flagged by the security tools.
2. Next, Combat Each Threat One by One
Earlier we outlined the big security threats facing
service providers, regardless the type of service
you provide. Here we go into detail about the best
practices and tools you can deploy to combat each
of those threats.

Security Threat

Solution

DDoS

• Inline Bypass with Physical Bypass Capabilities. Provides fail-safe access to the
network, selective traffic forwarding to/from inline security tools, and detection of
inline security tool malfunction to avoid affecting the network.
• SSL/TLS Decryption. Decrypts encrypted flows to allow application monitoring and
security tools to see into the traffic beyond Layer 4.
• Automation Integration. Security applications (for example, DDoS protection) direct
an NPB with Inline Bypass to block sessions from certain sources.
• •NetFlow and Application Metadata Generation. DDoS detection tools that can’t
ingest raw packets of data receive critical information via NetFlow or even IPFIX
application layer metadata.
• Deduplication. Removes duplicate copies of repeated packets resulting from traffic
acquisition methods.

DDoS protection applications
can operate out-of-band
or inline.

Encryption hijacking

© 2021 Gigamon. All rights reserved.

• SSL/TLS Decryption. Decrypts encrypted flows to allow application monitoring and
security tools to see into the traffic beyond Layer 4.
• Deduplication. Removes duplicate copies of repeated packets resulting from traffic
acquisition methods.
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Security Threat

Solution

Fraud

• Application-Aware Filtering. Reduces total traffic volume to focus on just specific
applications or remove specific applications.
• Deduplication. Removes duplicate copies of repeated packets resulting from traffic
acquisition methods.

Lawful interception

• Full Line-Rate Traffic Capture and Forwarding. Allows all traffic to be captured and
selectively forwarded to any monitoring or security tool exactly as the traffic was seen
and accessed on the network (for example, minimal latency or jitter).
• IP-Based or Subscriber-Aware Filtering. All mobile or VoIP traffic sessions for specific
users, devices, or networks only are forwarded on to the destination tool or dropped.
• Subscriber-Aware Load-Balancing. The total volume of collected traffic sessions
are spread across multiple instances of the same monitoring tool keeping sessions
together for each subscriber, device or network identifier.
• Metadata Generation. Used, especially in the case of “all traffic, all the time,” to
minimize the total volume of data that needs to be continuously collected and stored.
• Deduplication. Removes duplicate copies of repeated packets resulting from traffic
acquisition methods.

Lawful interception regulations
and requirements vary across
the globe, from only warrantbased feeds to all-the-traffic,
all-the-time feeds.

Rogue devices
(IoT, BYOD)

• Access and Aggregation of the Various Control and User-Plane Access Points. Enables
monitoring applications to detect rogue device behavior by seeing the complete
conversations/sessions.
• Metadata Generation. Enables the use of monitoring applications that don’t need all
the raw packets to be sent to them.
• Filtering at IP, Application and Subscriber Layers. Allows identified rogue devices to
be singled out for deeper analysis to confirm they are rogue, or even to be blocked if
access is done using inline bypass.
• Deduplication. Removes duplicate copies of repeated packets resulting from traffic
acquisition methods.

Sensitive data protection
and compliance
(GDPR, PCI)

• Masking. Private or sensitive data fields located in packet flows are written over to
hide contents before being sent to security applications or storage devices.
• Packet Slicing and Flow Slicing. Removes unwanted or unnecessary data from
traffic before sending it to security tools that don’t need to see the entire payload
or entire flow.
• Encrypted Tunneling. Backhauling traffic between sites, or out from a virtual host, by
hiding the contents from snooping using encryption.
• Deduplication. Removes duplicate copies of repeated packets resulting from traffic
acquisition methods.

VoIP vulnerabilities

• Inline Bypass with Physical Bypass Capabilities. Provides fail-safe access to the
network, selective traffic forwarding to/from inline security tools, and detection of
inline security tool malfunction to avoid affecting network.
• SIP and RTP Subscriber/User-Aware Filtering. Enables targeted forwarding of traffic
for specific users only to detailed analysis tools.
• SIP and RTP Subscriber/User-Aware Balancing. The total volume of collected traffic
sessions are spread across multiple instances of the same monitoring tool keeping
sessions together for each subscriber, device or network identifier.
• Metadata Generation. Enables the use of monitoring applications that don’t need all
the raw packets to be sent to them.
• Automation Integration. Enables the VoIP protection applications to direct the NPB
with Inline Bypass to block sessions from certain sources.
• Deduplication. Removes duplicate copies of repeated packets resulting from traffic
acquisition methods.

© 2021 Gigamon. All rights reserved.
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How Each Solution Works
Physical and Inline Bypass
Provides active inline traffic access, improved coverage, speed matching and network link fail-safety. Also
helps ensure inline security applications do not negatively impact the network by checking their health.
Firewall

IPS

WAF

Heartbeat

Heartbeat

Packets from network

Packets back to network

Visibility Node

Public

LAN

Physical bypass protection

Figure 1: . A visibility node serving inline security appliances and the network.

Full Line-Rate Traffic Capture and Forwarding
Ensures law enforcement agencies can receive all needed traffic, without traffic loss, whether it is targeted or
full traffic feeds.
LI Customer

200G

VoIP
Diagnostics Security

IDS

SIEM

<<200G

Visibility Node

Public

100G

Network TAP

100G

Core

Figure 2: A visibility node providing LI feeds and SP’s own monitoring feeds.
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Deduplication
Reduces the amount of traffic to backhaul and feed your security monitoring tools and applications. Also
reduces the processing load on those tools by offloading the deduplication of packets.
VoIP
Security

IDS

SIEM

De-duplicated Packets

Deduplication function

Visibility Node

Duplicate Packets
Network

Figure 3: A visibility node removing duplicate packets from copied traffic.

Masking
Allows the private or sensitive data fields, not needed for security analytics, to be located in the packet flows and
then written over to obfuscate their contents prior to being sent to security applications or storage devices.
IDS

Masked HTTP Packets

Masking function

MAC

IP

TCP

HTTP Payload pt. 1

XXXXX

Payload pt. 3

CRC

MAC

IP

TCP

HTTP Payload pt. 1

Private Data

Payload pt. 3

CRC

MAC

IP

TCP

HTTP

Visibility Node

XXXXX
HTTP Packets

Payload with Private Data

CRC

Network

Figure 4: A visibility node masking out sensitive/private data in packets.
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Packet and Flow Slicing
Removes private or sensitive data and dramatically reduces the amount of traffic sent to security tools that
don’t need to see the entire payload or entire flow. It can include slicing of each select individual packet or
the removal of all packets after the leading handshake/preamble packets in a selected flow.
VoIP
Security

Sliced RTP Packets

Slicing function

MAC

IP

UDP

RTP

CRC

MAC

IP

UDP

RTP

Payload

CRC

MAC

IP

UDP

RTP

Payload

CRC

Visibility Node
RTP Packets

Network

Figure 5: A visibility node slicing off unnecessary payload from packets.

Application-Aware Filtering
Whittles down the total traffic volume to just the traffic from applications where threats can be detected
and mitigated.
VoIP
Security

Targeted Application Flows

SIP

Netflix,
YouTube,
etc.

IDS

DDoS Detector

DNS

App-aware filtering function

Visibility Node
All Application Flows

Network

Figure 6: A visibility node filtering application traffic.
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Subscriber-Aware Filtering
Enables targeted forwarding of traffic for specific users or equipment only. Subscriber awareness could
involve GTP correlation in a mobile network or SIP and RTP correlation in any VoIP network.
Forensics Tools

Targeted GTP-C + GTP-U

GTP corelated filtering function

Visibility Node
All GTP-C

All GTP-U

Network

Figure 7: A visibility node filtering GTP control and user plane traffic in a correlated manner.

Subscriber-Aware Balancing
Enables the total volume of collected traffic to be spread across multiple instances of the same monitoring
tool, keeping all sessions associated with a subscriber together. Sometimes it is the total volume of traffic that
requires the spreading of the load, and in other cases, it is the total number of subscribers or sessions that
requires the load to be spread. Subscriber awareness could involve GTP correlation in a mobile network or SIP
and RTP correlation in any VoIP network.
Security Tool Farm

Balanced GTP-C + GTP-U

GTP corelated balancing function

Visibility Node
GTP-C

GTP-U

Network

Figure 8: A visibility node balancing GTP control and user plane traffic in a correlated manner.
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SSL/TLS Decryption
Provides full or selective decryption of TLS encrypted traffic flows. Enables the security applications to detect
threats and attacks that are above Layer 4 without impacting the tool’s performance.
Firewall

Diagnostics

VoIP
Security

IDS

Decrypted/unencrypted
clear text flows

Visibility Node

Public

Core

SSL decryption function

Figure 9: A visibility node actively decrypting/re-encrypting SSL/TLS traffic inline to feed tools.

NetFlow and Metadata Generation
Feed threat or attack detection tools that are not designed for ingesting the actual raw packets, using just
NetFlow or even IPFIX application layer metadata.
LI Customer

IPFIX Metadata

SIEM

NetFlow

Metadata generation function

Visibility Node

Raw Network Packets
Network

Figure 10: A visibility node generating NetFlow and IPFIX metadata to feed tools.
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Encrypted Tunneling
Provides a secure way of backhauling traffic between sites, or out from a virtual host, by hiding the contents
from snooping with encryption.
IDS

Central Office

Tunneling function

Visibility Node

TCP tunnel
WAN
Remote Site

Tunneling function

Visibility Node

L2GRE with IPsec tunnels
NFVI

Figure 11: A visibility node terminating tunnels from NFVI and tunneling between sites.
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Automation
Allows the threat protection applications to direct an
NPB to forward targeted copies of flows to specific
tools or block actual sessions from certain sources
on the network.

The Gigamon portfolio consists of three main pieces:
1. The Gigamon Visibility and Analytics Fabric,
which includes:
• G-TAP and G-vTAP network TAPs for traffic
acquisition
• GigaVUE-TA, GigaVUE-HC and GigaVUE V Series
nodes, which make up the Gigamon Visibility and
Analytics Fabric, for traffic handling using Core,
Traffic, Application and Subscriber Intelligence
2. GigaVUE-FM fabric manager, which manages the
entire Gigamon Visibility and Analytics Fabric
3. The Gigamon ThreatINSIGHT for threat detection,
investigation and response

Securing Customer Data with the
Gigamon Portfolio
The right security solution is only the first step.
Securing your network and customer data requires
a visibility fabric that allows you to deploy a large
variety of security monitoring and mitigation
applications. It’s also critical that it can evolve as your
network and needs change, without affecting the
services you provide users and customers.

Figure 12 shows various products (visibility nodes)
and functionalities (within Core, Traffic, Application
and Subscriber Intelligence) in an architectural
manner. As an example, all GigaVUE H series, TA
series and V series can perform the Core Intelligence
features, and when GigaSMART is added, they can
support the other higher layer functions (note
that only GigaVUE HC series and V series products
support GigaSMART).

To learn how Gigamon is enabling service providers to
protect customer data — and their own bottom line —
visit gigamon.com or contact us at 408-831-4025.

Visibility and Analytics Fabric
MANAGEMENT
AND
ORCHESTRATION

GigaSMART®

APPLICATION INTELLIGENCE

SUBSCRIBER INTELLIGENCE

• Application Visualization

• GTP Correlation

• Application Filter Intelligence

• SIP/RTP Correlation

• Application Metadata Intelligence

• 5G/CUPS Correlation

SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE

• FlowVUE® Flow Sampling

GigaVUE-FM

ThreatINSIGHT
Data Store

TRAFFIC INTELLIGENCE
• De-duplication

• SSL/TLS Decryption

• Tunneling

• Slicing

• NetFlow Generation

• Adaptive Packet Filtering

• Masking

• Advanced Load Balancing

• Header Stripping

• Detect
• Investigate

GigaVUE-OS

CORE INTELLIGENCE
• Flow Mapping ®/GigaStream

• Inline Bypass

• Clustering

VISIBILITY NODES
Physical
• GigaVUE H Series
Intelligent Visibility

• GigaVUE TA Series

• G-TAP

Tap Aggregators

Taps

Virtual

Cloud

• GigaVUE-VM

• GigaVUE V Series

Tap Aggregator

Intelligent Visibility

• G-vTAP
Virtual Taps

Figure 12: Gigamon portfolio for visibility and analytics.
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